Experiences of Indigenous Peoples in North America and the Middle East: A Part of Genocide Awareness Week

Date: April 16th  
Time: 1230-230PM  
Location: Koffler 204

Learn More:  
cmes.arizona.edu/event  
https://shprs.asu.edu/gaw2024

**DR. LEO KILLSBACK, PHD**
“Lessons in Genocide: the American Indian Experience and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples”

**ESTHER ELIA, POST-MFA GRADUATE**
“Incantation Bowls and the Pathway to Trans-Indigenous Exchange”

**DR. MARIAM GORGIS, PHD**
“Traversing Disciplinary Boundaries, Globalizing Indignities: Visibilizing Assyrians in the Present”

**NAHRAIN BET YOUNADAM, PHD**
Moderator: Dr. Bet Younadam is the Inaugural Presidential Postdoctoral Fellow in the School of Government and Public Policy at the University of Arizona.